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Britain denounces Islamic State
video showing “spies” shot
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N Islamic State video showing
a young boy in military fatigues and
an older
masked militant who
both spoke with British
accents is “desperate
propaganda from an organisation that is losing ground,” Prime Minister David Cameron said
yesterday. The video, which
could not be independently

verified, also shows the killing of five
men accused of spying for Britain.
The masked man threatens
Cameron and vows that Islamic State will one day occupy Britain before shooting one of the alleged spies
in the head. The footage revived memories of “Jihadi
John,” a British Islamic State
member who appeared in several videos in which hostages
were killed. See Inside

U.S. takeover of Real
Mallorca moves closer
b Robert Sarver, who already
owns an NBA basketball
team, looks set to buy a
controlling stake in local

football club but talks are
ongoing.
b Sarver failed in a bid to buy
Glasgow Rangers. See Sports.
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Claassen with Robert Sarver.

Failed Catalan
Government makes
another Spanish
election more likely

Acting Catalan President Artur Mas.
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royal visitors: Centres

Barcelona.— Catalan farleft party CUP said on Sunday it would not support
acting regional headArtur
Mas in his bid for another
term, forcing new local
elections and increasing
the likelihood all Spaniards may have to return to
the ballot box this year.
The drawn-out process
of forming a government
in Catalonia echoes the
political stalemate gripping Spain at a national
level following an incon-

clusive general election
two weeks ago. The prospect of new elections in
Catalonia, most likely in
March, increases the likelihood of a second general
election this year as the receding threat of a strong
Catalan government seeking a split from Spain will
reduce pressure on Prime
Minister Mariano Rajoy’s
centre-right People’s
Party (PP) and the opposition Socialists to form a
grand coalition. Inside

